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Abstract 

The current research investigates the use of a two-stage ammonia-water double lift absorption cycle for residential house 

cooling. The main idea is to store the ice that is produced during the day so that it can be used to cool the building at night 

when the sun is not available. The Engineering Equation Solver (EES) program was used to simulate and investigate the 

relationships between different parameters in this cycle. The initial conditions such as the mass fraction difference between 

weak and strong solution, Mass fraction of ammonia in the evaporator, the temperature of the evaporator, and the ambient 

temperature.  

The result showed that The heat transfer rate in absorber2 is 128.3 kW, the heat transfer rate in desorber2 is 195.4 kW, 

and the Evaporator heat transfer rate is 23.8 kW, indicating that 350 kg of ice is required to meet the cooling needs of the 

house at evaporator temperature 223 K and a COP of 0. 1216. 
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Nomenclature 

Notat

ion 

Description   unit 

 
Mass flow rate  (Kg/s) 

h Specific enthalpy  (Kj/Kg) 

S Specific entropy (Kj/Kg-K) 

Q Quality  (Kg 

vapor/Kg) 

X Mass fraction of ammonia  (Kgammoni

a/Kg) 

 
Rate of heat transfer (Kw) 

 
Mechanical power  (Kw) 

COP Coefficient of performance   

Cp Specific heat capacity (Kj/Kg-K) 

E Energy  (Kj) 

η Efficiency   

ε Effectiveness   

G Global radiation  (Kw/m2) 

N Number of solar collectors  

DX mass fraction difference between weak 

and strong solution  

(Kgammoni

a/Kg) 

   

1. Introduction 

Throughout the history of humankind, major advances 

in civilization have been accompanied by increased 

consumption of energy, which seems to be a major factor 

in the industrial power available and in the level of living 

of individuals. The existence of vast supplies of energy 

mostly leads to high rates of industrial growth. 

Furthermore, the availability of a low-cost energy source 

might lead to inefficient utilization of energy. 

The world’s hunger for energy has grown dramatically 

in the last few centuries, thus new sources of energy must 

be found and more efficient methods of utilizing them for 

different applications must be developed. 

Fossil fuels, such as coal, gas, and oil, are the most 

common nonrenewable energy sources. These natural 

resources are a major source of energy for a wide range of 

industries; however, non-renewable energy has several 

drawbacks, including a negative environmental impact and 

a limited supply. Renewable energy, also known as clean 

energy, is derived from natural sources or processes that 

are replenished regularly. Sunlight and wind, for example, 

continue to shine and blow even though their availability is 

dependent on time and weather. 

Solar energy could be utilized either by converting it to 

heat or to electricity, both of these forms have numerous 

applications like heating, cooling, food drying, and many 

more. 

Sun’s heat can be utilized to create cold by the usage of 

solar thermal cooling technologies like absorption and 

adsorption cycles. 

In general, the ice demand increases for many fields 

requiring ice like food service, hospitals, industries, 
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restaurants, hotels, laboratories, sports arenas, air 

conditioning, and various other places where large 

quantities of ice are needed continuously with different 

shapes and sizes. this incremental demand on ice makes it 

an attractive field for investment. 

The requirement of a system that is fast and 

economically justified is necessary. Ice is used in this wide 

range of applications because it is safe for health, cheap 

handling equipment for chemical and physical properties, 

available everywhere and does not have bad side effects on 

foods or drinks. 

A thermally driven adsorption chiller, integrated in a 

cooling tower, is used in the sun cooling project (water 

cooled system). Evacuated tube collectors provide heat to 

the chiller. Flat plate solar collectors were employed to 

deliver heat to the System of Solar Adsorption 

Refrigeration because the adsorption chillers demand a 

lower supply temperature to the generator, which can be 

easily produced by flat panel solar collectors [1]. 

For the use of medium-temperature solar energy, an 

adsorption ice maker with an energy storage system is 

proposed. The solar energy collected by the parabolic 

trough collector (PTC) was used to heat the adsorption ice 

maker in this system. The icemaker's performance was 

evaluated, and the highest coefficient of performance 

(COP) was found to be 0.15 experimentally [2]. 

The presented work investigates the use of a 

commercial freezer to efficiently produce ice using 

photovoltaic energy. The compressor's operation is 

adapted to the availability of solar energy using an 

innovative control unit. The proposed solar ice-maker was 

investigated using simulations and experiments. A design 

methodology for optimizing the solar energy supply 

system for a target ice production of 12 kilograms per 

day[3]. 

It was proposed to use a distributed photovoltaic energy 

system (DPES) to power an ice storage air conditioning 

system (ISACS). In addition, the optimization of system 

structure was investigated. The theoretical calculations and 

experimental tests were analyzed by the energy coupling 

and transferring characteristics in the light-electricity-cold 

conversion process. The system's energy utilization 

efficiency was found to be 4.64 percent [4]. 

An experiment using a working pair of activated carbon 

(AquaSorb 2000) and methanol for a solar adsorption ice 

maker system (SAIMS) [5]. 

1.1. The single-stage solar absorption cycle 

A solar collector or concentrator, a hot fluid storage 

tank, an auxiliary heater, condenser, evaporator, expansion 

device, and thermal compressor make up a typical solar 

absorption cooling system. A generator, an absorber, and a 

mixture circulating pump, as well as a pressure reducing 

device (expansion device), make up the thermal 

compressor. The solution pump uses a small amount of 

energy compared to the mechanical compressor.  

Absorption occurs when a substance in one state 

interpenetrates and combines with another substance in a 

different state. The two phases have a strong affinity for 

exothermically forming a solution or a mixture. This 

process can be reversed by heating the mixture and 

releasing the absorbed phase from the absorbent. 

To power these systems, most absorption cooling 

systems use a single-stage absorption cycle with an 

H2O/LiBr working pair and either a solar flat plate 

collector or an evacuated tube collector with hot water. As 

shown in Figure 1, the single-stage solar absorption 

cooling system is based on the Basic absorption cycle, 

which has a single absorber and generator. The heat 

provided by the solar collector separates the refrigerant 

from the absorbent in the generator. The vapor-refrigerant 

condenses in the condenser, then expands in expansion 

valve 1, and evaporates in the evaporator at low pressure 

and temperature. A weak solution returns from the 

generator after passing through the expansion valve 2 and 

absorbs the cold refrigerant in the absorber. The rich 

mixture created in the absorber is pumped back to the 

generator by the pump. To improve the cycle efficiency, a 

typical solution heat exchanger can be used. The absorber 

is chilled by cooling water because the absorption is 

exothermic. 

The aim of this study is to demonstrate that the two-

stage ammonia-water double lift absorption cycle used in 

the solar absorption ice maker is thermally driven. Since 

absorption chillers based on double effect technology have 

the potential to convert solar energy more effectively while 

utilizing less primary energy produced by parabolic trough 

collectors. The Engineering Equation Solver (EES) 

program was used to simulate and investigate the 

relationships between different parameters in the cycle that 

was carried out for this purpose. The objective of our work 

is to conduct a thermal investigation of an ammonia-water 

two-stage double lift absorption cycle for solar ice makers 

and its application in air conditioning applications. 

 
  Figure 1. Single-effect solar absorption cycle 
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2. System Description: 

2.1. Two-stage Solar Absorption Cycle 

A double effect system can be achieved by adding an 

extra stage to the single effect cycle as a topping cycle. 

Absorption chillers based on the double effect technology 

have potential to convert solar energy more effectively 

while using less primary energy. They have a nearly 

double COP value when compared to single-effect systems 

(COP = 1.2). Their working liquids, on the other hand, 

must reach higher temperatures, exceeding 130oC, which 

is outside the range for which most solar collectors are 

designed. 

As shown in Figure (2), this absorption cycle, like 

water/LiBr two-stage cycles, uses the heat of the 

condenser to run desorber 1, and the flow in the 

intermediate solution circuit is reversed, reversing the 

function of these two component, as well as the pump and 

expansion valve. 

The first law of thermodynamics is used to do an 

energy analysis. Where the first law of thermodynamics 

for an open system, or any component in an open system, 

is written as: 
ⅆ𝐸

ⅆ𝑡
|

𝑐𝑣
=  �̇� − �̇�𝑐𝑣 + �̇�𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 +

1

2
𝑉𝑖

2 + 𝑔𝑧𝑖) −

�̇�𝑜 (ℎ𝑜 +
1

2
𝑉𝑜

2 + 𝑔𝑧𝑜)                                           (1) 

Each system component can be modeled as a control 

volume with inlet and outlet streams, heat transfer from or 

to the system, and/or work done on or by the system. Each 

component is taken as a single unit, the mass, and energy 

balance equations for the generator (G), condenser (C), 

evaporator (E), absorber (A), and auxiliary equipment like 

solution heat exchanger (SHX), rectifier (rec), and 

condensate precooler (Cprecooler)  are established. 

∑�̇�𝑖𝑛 − ∑�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0                   (2) 

�̇� = ∑�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ∑�̇�𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 0       (3) 
The COP of the system is an indication of how efficient 

the cooling or heating process is, the COP of any cooling 

cycle is given by equation (4). 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =
𝑄𝐸

𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑠2+𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝1+𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝2
              (4) 

However, because 𝑄𝐸 and 𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑠2 is too much larger 

than 𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝1 and 𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝2 so, the actual COP is given by:  

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =
𝑄𝐸

𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑠2
                                                    (5) 

The actual COP of the refrigeration cycle should be 

compared to the Carnot COP (Maximum possible COP).  

2.2. Ice calculation  

A  house in Amman Jordan was used to test the 

affordability of this method of cooling. The load of the 

house shown in figure (13), was calculated and the solar 

irradiation at the same place was calculated using 

PHOTOVOLTAIC GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

SYSTEM, then available Qevap was calculated by the 

following equation: 

Qevaporator = ηcollecter N Acollecter G COP                                                                                                        (6) 

Where: 

Qevaporator: rate of heat absorbed by the evaporator (KW) 

ηcollecter: collector efficiency 

N: number of collectors.  

A collector: the area of the collector (m2) 

G: global radiation (KW/m2) 

COP: coefficient of performance for the absorption 

cycle.  

Figure (3), depicts the distribution of solar irradiation at 

Amman, Jordan during the day, with radiation values for 

beam, diffuse, and global radiation. 

 
Figure 3. the hourly distribution of solar irradiation in 

Amman Jordan 

 
Figure 2.  Two-stage double lift absorption refrigeration cycle 
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A parabolic trough collector is used in this simulation 

because of its relatively high efficiency, collector 

efficiency of 0.75, and collector Aperture area of 4 m2 

were assumed. 

Next, an equation of conservation of energy is 

established to determine the energy available in the stored 

ice at any given time in the day given the Qevaporator, Qload, 

and the amount of energy already stored in the ice. 

𝐸𝑔𝑒𝑛 +  𝐸𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝛥𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (7) 

Where: 

Egen: the energy generated inside the system (the system is 

considered to be the ice tank) (Kj) 

Ein: the energy entering the system (Kj) 

Eout: the energy leaving the system (Kj) 

𝛥𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚: the energy accumulation inside the system. (Kj) 

differentiating equation (7) with respect to time leads 

to: 

�̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 + �̇�𝑖𝑛 − �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡 = �̇�𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (8) 

Where: 

�̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛: energy generation rate (KW) 

�̇�𝑖𝑛: the rate of energy entering the system (KW), in 

this case, it is Qload 

�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡: the rate of energy leaving the system (KW), in 

this case, it is Qevaporator 

�̇�𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚: energy accumulation rate inside the system 

(KW). 

The following is the relationship between the amount 

of energy in the system and the rate of heat accumulation:   

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = ∫ �̇�𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 ⅆ𝑡 + 𝐸0  (9) 

This can be written as considering �̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 is none 

existed: 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = ∫ (�̇�𝑙𝑜𝑎ⅆ − �̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟) ⅆ𝑡 + 𝐸0 (10) 

Where: 

Esystem: the energy stored in ice (Kj) at a given time. 

𝐸0:  energy the ice possesses initially (Kj); at hour zero. 

The model was built on EES, it was assumed that the 

cycle's COP is 0.1216 at evaporator temperature of 223 K, 

it was found that using this model, the number of solar 

collectors needed to cover building's cooling loads for the 

entire day was found to be 60, Figure (4) represents the 

energy stored in the ice throughout the day. 

By knowing the maximum energy stored in ice 

(minimum energy value) and the minimum temperature, 

the mass of ice can be calculated by using equation (11) as 

follows: 

𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑚𝑖𝑛

ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑒

 
 

(11) 

Where: 

Mice: mass of stored ice (Kg) 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑚𝑖𝑛: minimum energy stored in ice along the 

day (Kj) 

hice: specific enthalpy of ice (Kj/Kg) 

The mass of ice was found to be 352 Kg using equation 

(11). Ice temperature throughout the 

day can now be found as in Figure (5). 

 

Figure 4. energy stored in ice throughout the day 

 

Figure 5. Ice temperature profile along the day 
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An overview of the ice maker used to make and store 

ice (and water) is made, the device should be able to store 

all the needed ice with acceptable heat transfer rates to 

both the ice and air, the device should also be able to 

transfer sensible heat only in which the humidity ration 

does not change along with it as shown in figure (6). 

3. Results and Analysis 

The simulation results are shown and discussed. For 

this aim, some parameters (Evaporator's Outlet 

Temperature, Evaporators Exit Quality, Refrigerant mass 

fraction, mass fraction difference between weak and strong 

solution (DX), Ambient Temperature) were compared. 

Furthermore, a comparison between this cycle and the 

single-stage ammonia-water cycle was done. 

Figure (7) shows the relation between the COP and 

evaporator's exit quality, the COP increases 

to a certain point as the evaporator's exit quality 

increases, then falls as the evaporator's exit quality 

increases, the model can simulate for evaporator's exit 

quality values less than 0.98, however, a drop in COP 

occurs at high-quality values (higher than 0.93). This is 

due to the dramatic drop in pressure of the refrigerant at 

such high-quality values as in Figure (8), this drop in 

pressure causes the COP to drop as explained previously. 

 
Figure 6. view of an ice maker 

 

 

Figure 7. COP relation to evaporators exit quality 
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Figure (9) shows the relation between the COP against 

refrigerant mass fraction, as expected; the COP increases 

as the refrigerant mass fraction increases due to the 

pressure increase, higher pressure leads to lower heat 

capacity at the desorber2 outlets, consequently to lower 

desorber2 heat. The simulation model is valid for values of 

refrigerant mass fraction lower than 0.9907. 
Figure (10) illustrates the relationship between the COP 

and the mass fraction difference in the solution circuits 

(DX), the model can simulate DX values between 0.02 and 

0.115, the results show that the COP is directly related to 

the DX value due to the decrease of the energy required at 

the desorber 2, however, this is due to the decrease in the 

mass fraction of point 19 (the weak solution line) which 

results in a decrease in the mass flow rates at points 18 (the 

strong solution line) and 19 while keeping the mass flow 

rates at point 22 (vapor line) and 23 (condensate line from 

rectifier) nearly constant. 

 

Figure 8. pressure and quality relationship of the ammonia-water mixture at a constant concentration 

 

Figure 9. COP relation to Refrigerant mass fraction  

 

Figure 10. COP relation to mass fraction difference in the solution circuits 
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Figure (11) demonstrates that the higher the ambient 

temperature the lower the COP. This is mainly due to 

lower values of ammonia concentrations at the weak and 

strong solution lines at the desorber 2 which in turn results 

in an increase in the mass flow rates at these lines, thus 

increasing the desorber2 required heat. This result also 

follows the Carnot law of maximum efficiency.  

A comparison between a single-stage ammonia 

absorption cycle and the two-stage double lift cycle is 

shown in Figure (12). despite the single-stage cycle has a 

higher COP value, it runs on a smaller range of evaporator 

temperatures and with a higher desorber temperature than 

the two-stage double lift cycle. The simulated data for the 

cycle illustrated in Figure 2 is provided in Tables 1 and 2. 

 

 

Figure 11. COP relation to Ambient Temperature 

 

Figure 12. A comparison between single-stage and two-stage double lift cycles with respect to evaporator and desorber operating 

temperatures. 
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Table 1. simulated data for the cycle 

 
Table 2. simulated data for the cycle 

 

4. Discreet method 

The available data of solar radiation is hourly based, 
thus the evaporator's capacity can be determined for 
each hour using eq. (6), Figure (13) shows the 
evaporator's capacity as well as building load along the 
day. 

 

By using Microsoft Excel sheet, the data for the 
evaporator's capacity and building load were 
implemented, the hourly difference between both of 
these values was found as (𝛥𝑄), where:  

 
𝛥𝑄 = �̇�𝑙𝑜𝑎ⅆ − �̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 

 
(12) 
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Figure 13. hourly evaporator’s capacity and building load throughout the day. 

Using this method, The number of solar collectors was 

found to be 61 and the mass of ice needed is found to be 

350 Kg. 

5. conclusions 

The two-stage double lift ammonia-water absorption 

cycle model is limited by some of its parameters, going 

outside the limits would result in negative mass flow rates 

or unsatisfactory saturation properties. 

This cycle operates at lower operating temperatures 

than the single-stage cycle, on the other hand, it has lower 

COP. Changing the cycle with one with higher COP while 

using the same evaporator design and ice storage principle 

might be more profitable. 

This cycle can benefit from other sources of heat other 

than solar, it can be driven by a steam turbine condenser 

waste heat or geothermal heat since it runs on low 

generation temperatures. 

The results obtained by the continuous method are very 

close to the results obtained using the discreet method. The 

result showed that the mass of ice needed to cover the 

house cooling needs is approximately 350 Kg at 

evaporator temperature of 223 K with a Cycle coefficient 

of performance COP of about 0.1216, while the Heat 

transfer rate in absorber2 is 128.3 kW, the Heat transfer 

rate in desorber2 is 195.4 kW, the Condenser heat transfer 

rate is 25.36 kW and the Evaporator heat transfer rate is 

23.8 kW. 
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